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rufus has been compared to the
well known programs unetbootin
and universal usb installer to
create a bootable live os on usb
flash drive. the tool is very easy
to use and starts with the usb
drive attached in a minute. a
large menu is offered to the user
where he has to choose the
target os, the file system to install
( fat32, ntfs,.. ) and the graphical
environment. rufus takes its place
at the top of the category where
one can find specific settings
such as the language of the
graphical interface and a usb
device reminder to make sure
that the usb drive is ready. rufus
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finishes the iso preparation,
copied from one usb drive to
another drive or shareware that is
allowed to connect the usb, and
the creation of the prepared
bootable drive on the usb flash
drive. rufus is your number one
tool to create a bootable
installation on your computer or
you could refer to its support and
users forum,
http://www.rufus.dipidi.com/en-us
. you will also find the rufus site
and support forum to help with
general installation and
troubleshooting questions. rufus
is an application designed to
create iso bootable images from
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windows, linux, android devices,
or any external media device.
such as usb flash disk or sd card
containing files. the main
difference with rufus with other
application is its ability to create
images for the usb bootable from
linux, windows and android files
even if the linux, windows or
android operating systems are
not installed on the linux,
windows or android devices
before. rufus is sent to the north
crater after the blast has cleared
the barrier and he contacts junon.
rufus's attention is drawn to the
area where sephiroth has gone
and attempts to get to him. to do
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so, he goes underground at the
location, with junon after him,
and they walk the passageway to
the underground laboratory. rufus
is grabbed by the ghosts of the
cultists and meets yuffie, but is
saved by the turks and afro. as
yuffie and rufus make their way
to the surface, they discover the
shattered remains of meteor
crashing into the north crater and
the shinra megaplex is alight.
rufus and junon take refuge in the
shinra mansion.
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